Abstract
Introduction
Oceanography in the early and mid-20
th Century was focused on the description and analysis of the mean circulation. This changed later in the century as new observations produced evidence of a surprisingly vigorous field of often long-lived and deeply penetrating vortices, referred to as mesoscale eddies. Satellite-based sea surface height altimetry soon produced nearly global maps on which the surface signature of these vortices was clearly evident. Spectral analysis indicated that a large fraction of the total estimate of oceanic kinetic energy is associated with these mesoscale eddies [FS96] , transforming our understanding of the fluid dynamics of ocean circulation.
Oceanic eddies are typically understood as vortices that are 50-200 km in diameter, may live for several months, and can propogate across an ocean basin. They are most numerous near strong currents like the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio Current, and Antarctic Circumpolar Current. These eddies have a significant influence on the earth's climate: they transport heat, freshwater, momentum, and mass [LBM02, VLF08] . The flow around eddies isolates the interior waters from the surrounding ocean; shipboard studies have measured higher concentrations of carbon, oxygen, and biologically important nutrients within eddies [MPH * 07]. These nutrients are often transported by the eddies to nutrient-poor waters, increasing the productivity of the food chain.
Around the time that satellite-borne altimeters began producing near-global observations of sea surface height, ocean general circulation models (OGCMs) crossed into a higher resolution regime in which the mesoscale eddies began to be resolved. These models are closely related to those used in numerical weather prediction and atmospheric modeling in general, and the ancestry of the first OGCM [Bry69] owed a great deal to earlier work on numerical modeling of geophysical fluid dynamics for atmospheric science.
The first realistic eddying ocean model simulations focused regionally on the Southern Ocean [FRA91] and on the North Atlantic [BH89] . A spectral analysis of an approximately 1 4
• resolution model, based on the average horizontal spacing between grid points, showed a model sea surface height variability that was lower than that derived from the altimeter by approximately a factor of two [FS96] . As computing power increased, first regional and then global models could be configured and run at horizontal grid resolutions of around Computer modeling of ocean circulation and modern observing programs together have produced major advances in physical oceanography. Ocean models save full threedimensional data fields, but publications in oceanography typically show simple two-dimensional plots of variables on the surface and in vertical sections. This is partly because oceanographers are familiar with these views from observational studies, and partly due to the limitations of the visualization tools that oceanographers typically use. Horizontal velocities in the ocean are 1000 times larger than vertical velocities, so 2D horizontal sections are often the best way to display the ocean's currents. A notable exception is the vertical structure of eddies. Questions about their vertical extent, tilt, and tapering require three-dimensional analysis and visualization.
To this end, we performed parallel analysis on highresolution ocean simulation data on a local computing cluster, extracting eddies and visualizing them in the vicinity of one of the world's strongest ocean currents. Eddies are extracted by extending a standard vorticity metric to further distinguish circular flows from other spurious sources of high vorticity. Furthermore, by computing geometric information such as the thickness (distance from top to bottom) of every eddy across multiple daily snapshots of the simulation, we created histograms of eddy distribution and shape upon the two dimensions of a world map, providing a summarized global view of eddy characteristics. Finally, we use isolated geometric information from a single snapshot to create more detailed regional two-and three-dimensional maps to learn how eddy properties are related to each other and to the overall structure of the ocean. These analyses allow us to understand where thick, deeply penetrating eddies enable strong dynamical coupling of the upper and deep reaches of the ocean, and where biogeochemical activity will be locally enhanced or suppressed.
Related Work
Extracting and visualizing turbulence in vector fields has long been of interest to the visualization community [PVH * 03, LHZP07]. Methods generally focus on either extracting specific structures (e.g., vortices) and drawing a bounding volume [SW97] , or extracting the overall One can also look for circular behavior in the velocity field directly. Jiang et al look at the problem topologically [JMT02] , by looking for neighborhoods in which each vector in the neighborhood points in a unique direction range. Similarly, Sood et al [SJBT05] identify eddy centers by passing a 5 × 5 kernel of the angles between an eastpointing vector and the tangents of a circle centered in the kernel to find circular flows, then fitting an ellipse over the entire eddy. We employ a similar method to discriminate high-vorticity features, to attempt to separate eddies from non-eddy features.
In 3D visualization, Zhu and Moorhead [ZM95] extract eddies as a stack of 2D contours and stitch them together to show their 3D structure in the Pacific Ocean off the coast of Japan. They develop a new extraction technique, but the restrictiveness of their method appears to preclude extracting deep eddies, which have been observed to exist in that region. Grant et al [GEO02] developed a method for fitting a surface to the thermocline-the interface between the upper, well-mixed ocean and the deep, stratified ocean. His visualizations show quite clearly the perturbations that eddies can cause in the thermocline.
Several techniques have also been developed to further refine analysis of the vorticity field. We use the Okubo-Weiss criterion [Oku70, Wei91] , which is known in the visualization community as the Q criterion [HWM88] . This criterion highlights areas where vorticity dominates strain. Also of note is the λ 2 criterion [JH95] , that uses the second eigenvalue of the strain tensor times the sum of the squares of strain and vorticity to determine whether vorticity or strain are dominant in a region. We chose the Okubo-Weiss criterion over λ 2 because it is the standard vortex criterion within the oceanographic community.
Numerous studies of satellite data have quantified the size and distribution of oceanic eddies, mostly based on consideration of the Okubo-Weiss parameter. Published works have considered regions including the Mediterranean Sea [IFGLFGO06] , the Tasman Sea [WAB06] , the Gulf of Alaska [HT08] and the full nearly-global domain of all but the ice-covered seas [CSSdS07] .
An eddy census from satellite data is limited to surface features, while data from vertical ship-deployed profiles and fixed moorings are sparse and can only capture a very incomplete picture. Ocean models have been used as a means to study features that are not directly observable at this time, and therefore to fill in our understanding of the oceans. Much of the knowledge of so-called eddy transports of heat, salt and nutrients has been derived from the analysis of ocean models [JM02,YNQ * 10]. It is important to note that the discussion of eddy transport in the literature generally refers to all transport not explicitly accounted for in the mean flow, which will include any temporal variability in the mean flow, such as the slow meandering of large-scale currents.
Eddies are understood to provide a principal means of coupling between the circulations of the upper and deep ocean [HL75, HH08] . The vertical structure of eddies is also understood to influence the suppression or enhancement of biogeochemical activity through their control over nutrient supply through the base of the euphotic zone (the zone over which light penetration is sufficient to support photosynthesis). It has been shown that the effect on nutrient supply and biological activity can be of opposite sign depending on whether the eddy is a thick one of low vertical mode structure or a thin one of higher vertical mode [AMM * 10], motivating our classification of eddies into thick and thin.
Methods
Our analysis of eddies focuses on data generated by Los Alamos National Laboratory's Parallel Ocean Program (POP) [SDM92] in the context of a global ocean simulation with grid resolution of approximately 1 10
, the horizontal grid follows lines of latitude and longitude in the southern hemisphere, where the landmass of the Antarctic continent prevents the singularity in latitudinal spacing that occurs at the South Pole (where all grid points would share the same southern neighbor, turning rectangular grid cells into triangles) from imposing an otherwise severe time step limitation on the finite volume discretization of the ocean model. In the northern hemisphere, where the northern pole is in the middle of an ocean basin, a more complex discretization is used in order to maintain relatively uniform grid cell areas with horizontal aspect ratios that do not deviate greatly from one. This is accomplished using a tripole grid, in which two North Poles are used instead, with one located in Canada and the other in Siberia. In such a grid, the top row of points forms a line from one pole to the other and back again, and any degenerate cells occur on land and are ignored by the simulation.
Oceanic flows take on extreme aspect ratios when considered in three dimensions, with horizontal scales being orders of magnitude larger than characteristic vertical scales. Whereas 1 10
• , or approximately 10 km, is considered extremely fine horizontal resolution, the vertical resolution is much higher, with grid spacing on the order of 10 m near the surface, reaching 250 m in the deep ocean, with a smooth transition between. The model output is then a rectilinear grid of size 3600 × 2400 × 42. These data comprise approximately 1.4 GB per floating-point variable per daily snapshot, so all our visualization and analysis was done on a local thirty-two core cluster primarily using the visualization toolkit ParaView. We consider two input variables from the simulation, comprising the two components of horizontal velocity. The vertical velocity does not contribute significantly to the relative vorticity, being several orders of magnitude smaller in scale than the horizontal velocity, as is characteristic of geophysical flows. Any points that lie in land are assigned a special value of −10 34 in all fields, so the bathymetry (a depth map of the bottom of the ocean) can be readily inferred.
While the details of the grid are specific to a run of POPthe simulation code supports different methods for removing the northern pole singularity, like keeping a single North Pole but moving it so it lies in Canada-one of the inputs to the POP run (that is similarly available as input to us) is a mapping from grid coordinates to longitude and latitude. The mapping is simply a two-dimensional rectilinear grid of size 3600 × 2400, noting that all points at a particular (i, j) grid coordinate (i.e., at any depth) share the same longitude and latitude. This creates a spherical coordinate system of longitude, latitude, and r as the distance from the center of the Earth (computed as the radius of the Earth, 6,371 km, minus the depth of the point in the simulation grid) that can be easily transformed into Cartesian coordinates for making the Earth-like visualizations in figures 1 and 2. In these visualizations, depth is exaggerated by a factor of 50, because with three orders of magnitude separating the radius of the Earth (6,371 km) from the maximum depth of POP (about 6 km), depth-dependent features (including the bathymetry of the ocean) are imperceptibly small without exaggeration.
Eddy Extraction
We begin with one of the ocean community's canonical methods for identifying eddies: the Okubo-Weiss parameter. We chose to start with this metric because, while it certainly is not the only means of identifying vortical features, its popularity among oceanographers puts this work in a context that can be immediately understood by members of the ocean community. In general, this parameter divides the ocean into regions dominated by vorticity, regions dominated by strain or deformation, and a background where neither effect is dominant. Regions dominated by vorticity are potentially eddies, though vorticity dominance can be caused by other effects, such as sharp turns in the mean flow. Mathematically, the Okubo-Weiss parameter is defined as:
Here, sn is normal strain (currents pushing against each other), ss is shear strain (currents running in opposite directions past each other), and ω is vorticity (currents moving in circles). These three variables can be expressed in terms of velocity gradients:
Here, u refers to the east-west velocity component, and v to the north-south velocity component. Then, x and y are locally east-pointing and north-pointing vectors, respectively. (We assume that within a single grid cell, which is about 11km on a side at the equator and smaller at higher latitudes, the curvature of the Earth is negligible. Thus, we consider the local coordinate system at each simulation point coplanar with the local manifold of the Earth.) Substituting these gradients into the original Okubo-Weiss expression provides an equation that can be solved solely from velocity:
Being defined only in terms of velocity gradients, the Okubo-Weiss parameter has the advantage of being entirely local and as a result it scales well to large data. A first approach to visualizing the Okubo-Weiss parameter might be to consider the parameter solely in terms of positive (straindominated) and negative (vorticity-dominated) domains, but for numbers close to zero the parameter is dominated by noise. To select only vorticity-dominated features, then, we need to apply a threshold to only retain points with negative Okubo-Weiss values, but due to the parameter being noisy for very low values, the threshold should be nonzero. The convention in the ocean community is to divide the OkuboWeiss value by its standard deviation (normalizing it such that −1 is one standard deviation left of the mean) to provide relatively data-independent scaling of its values, and only consider a data point meaningful if it is at least 0.2 standard deviations from 0 (i.e., remove all points with Okubo-Weiss above −0.2). We follow this convention, to ensure that our starting point for eddy analysis is consistent with the baseline assumptions of prior oceanographic studies of eddies.
The Okubo-Weiss parameter is plotted at the ocean surface in Figure 1a . For this study we are interested in eddies as discrete entities (i.e., seeing the strict boundary of eddies according to our definition), so we believe volume rendering would be inappropriate as a visualization technique. Instead we employ a threshold to keep only points with negative Okubo-Weiss values at least 0.2 standard deviations from 0, and render them as solid cubes. We further place these extracted eddies on a bathymetric map also extracted from the simulation data to geographically orient viewers and to show the interaction between deep eddies and the ocean floor. The Figure 1b .
From this point forward, eddies (or more precisely, highvorticity features) are defined as connected components of points that all have Okubo-Weiss values below −0.2 standard deviations. Considering that POP lies on a rectilinear grid, we define two points as neighbors if their voxels (the actual volume the points represent) share a face. More colloquially, this is six-way adjacency: each interior point has six neighbors, so if a point is indexed by (i, j, k) , then its neighbors are (i+1, j, k), (i−1, j, k), (i, j +1, k), (i, j −1, k) , (i, j, k + 1), and (i, j, k − 1).
These pictures indicate that, while the Okubo-Weiss parameter identifies eddies both at and below the surface of the ocean, it also identifies high-vorticity features that should not be considered eddies, particularly meanders in the Gulf Stream and other strong currents around the world, as well as several small-scale features that we consider noise. To mitigate this, we have added one more filtering criterion. We compute the angle between each point's velocity vector and a vector pointing east. These angles are discretized into four domains: 0 to 90 degrees (northeast), 90 to 180 degrees (northwest), 180 to 270 degrees (southwest), and 270 to 360 degrees (southeast). Figure 2b shows the same vorticity-dominated features as Figure 2a , but recolored to show the angle domain each point falls within.
Since an eddy is a circular flow, we expect that an eddy should contain velocity vectors in all four angle domains, and that its center point should be at the intersection of these four domains. Indeed, the vorticity-dominated regions of the Gulf Stream that are most likely eddies do show a crossshaped pattern in their angle domains, indicating that the current is circling around the center of the eddy. However, several of the larger meanders also contain all four angle domains, either due to making a sufficiently sharp hairpin turn, or by making S-shaped turns. Instead, for using these angle domains to discriminate between eddies and other features, we require that each angle domain make up at least a certain share of the total eddy, as shown in Figure 2c . Based on experimentation, we arrived at a requirement of 8%.
As our eddy extraction was implemented using ParaView, the computation is parallelized by breaking the data apart into roughly equally-sized blocks. Besides projecting velocity from grid space to world space to correct for the distortions introduced by the tripole coordinate system, computing the Okubo-Weiss parameter is primarily dependent on computing velocity gradients. We apply central differencing to find approximate gradients, which is a function on up to six neighbors. In order to further regularize the data across time, we choose the same normalization factor for the entire data set: the standard deviation of Okubo-Weiss at the ocean surface on the vernal equinox (March 21). We use a single normalization factor for all time steps to ensure that the magnitude of Okubo-Weiss is directly comparable between time steps. We then use ParaView's threshold filter to remove all points with Okubo-Weiss above −0.2σ, leaving only highvorticity features behind. At this point, the angle between each point's velocity vector and an east-pointing vector is computed from simple trigonometry, and discretized into one of the four domains as above.
After the threshold filter is applied, ParaView automatically converts the data to an unstructured grid with the same connectivity implicit in the rectilinear grid and, since the threshold automatically breaks connectivity between unconnected eddies (because the points connecting the eddies have been removed), eddies can be identified with a breadthfirst search. The final implementation consideration is that in dividing the data, it is quite likely for some eddies to be split across two processes. In that case, since a breadth-first search in one process would not automatically cross the process boundary, the split eddy would be represented as two independent eddies, causing the eddy to be either doublecounted, or more likely, making it too dominant in one or two angle domains and fail to pass our angle criterion.
There are two obvious solutions: employ message passing between the processes, or have the boundaries overlap by at least the size of the largest eddy. We opted for the latter solution, since then each eddy automatically resides entirely in at least one process. Specifically, each process has a certain block assigned to it, with points assigned uniquely to blocks and all points in exactly one block, and each process also takes an overlap region into its neighboring blocks such that, while each point is uniquely claimed, it can appear in the overlap region of up to three other processes. Finally, since that implies that an eddy in the overlap region will reside in part or in whole in at least two processes, a process is only allowed to claim an eddy if the point with minimum OkuboWeiss is not in its overlap region. The only caveat to this definition is that it assumes a unique minimum Okubo-Weiss value per eddy, further subject to the vagaries of floatingpoint numbers, though floating-point imprecision has not appeared to be a problem in practice. While it might also appear to be a problem that one process might not have the point with minimum Okubo-Weiss value in either its main block or its overlap zone, we assume that the overlap zone is at least as large as the largest eddy. If a point from an eddy is not contained anywhere in the data available to a specific process, then the eddy must touch a border and therefore reside entirely in the overlap zone, so it cannot be claimed by that process.
Census and Analysis
In addition to visualizing ocean eddies directly, we also developed a capability to analyze the distribution, size, thickness, and depth of eddies around the world. We consider the following computed quantities for each eddy:
• Volume: computed as sum of the volumes of all voxels in the eddy, with voxels approximated as cubes (though in reality they would be rectangular solid angles of a spherical shell)
• Radius: we consider the radius (the radial extent of an eddy in a latitude-longitude manifold, i.e., in a plane normal to the surface of the Earth) with respect to the depth containing the most negative (i.e., strongest) OkuboWeiss value; at this depth, the radius is approximated by computing the area of the eddy at that depth as the sum of the areas of all voxels (computed as the longitudinal extent times the latitudinal extent), then by assuming the eddy is a circle at this depth, taking r = A/π
• Thickness: computed as the maximum difference between the depths of any two points in the eddy
• Vorticity sign: positive if at least half the points in the eddy have positive vorticity (spin counterclockwise), and negative otherwise
Visualizations like those in the previous section are only useful for looking at snapshots of isolated regions of the ocean, due to the density of information being displayed. Here we synthesize 350 global snapshots of daily data to create an eddy census database in order to study the statistical distributions of eddy metrics.
To generate the census, the world is broken into bins 1
• on each edge. One statistic we highlight is a count: for each snapshot, the number of eddies in each bin is counted, then each bin's count is averaged across the 350 available daily snapshots. This census, in Figure 3c , shows strong eddy activity in the Gulf Stream in the western Atlantic Ocean, the Kuroshio Current in the western Pacific Ocean, and the Antarctic Circumpolar Current ringing Antarctica in the Southern Ocean. Additionally, because of the simplicity of the statistics in this image, it can easily be qualitatively compared to observational data to confirm its validity. In Figures  3a and 3b we use model and satellite altimetry data to derive sea surface height variability, or, the difference between instantaneous and averaged sea surface height. The principle observation is that eddies cause bulges on the surface of the ocean. Averaging the sea surface height over a large amount of time removes the temporary bulges caused by eddies (providing the sea surface height due to mean flow). Then, the difference between the average and instantaneous sea surface height highlights behavior not attributable to the mean flow, e.g., eddies. Using this approach shows regions of observed strong surface eddy activity, which correspond fairly well to the eddy activity regions found by our census.
The surface characteristics of eddies are well known from satellite observations, but the depth of penetration has been less adequately observed. With model data we can measure average eddy thickness, or the distance from the top of the eddy to the bottom. 5000m. This means that some eddies extend from the surface of the ocean to the floor, and several more stretch half the maximum height of the ocean.
Oceanographers would like to know which eddies are confined to the upper ocean, which extend into the deep ocean, and if there are isolated deep eddies without surface features. The upper ocean is well mixed due to wind-induced waves and turbulence, while the deep ocean is stratified with little vertical mixing. The thermocline-a surface at the depth where temperature changes more rapidly-lies somewhere between these two regions of lower vertical temperature gradient, and serves as a depth to separate shallow eddies from deep eddies in our analysis. Figure 4a shows a skeletonized view of the region of the northwest Atlantic we identified from Figure 3d as likely to contain thermocline-penetrating eddies. Eddy skeletons are drawn as a cylinder vertically spanning the thickness of the eddy (so the top of the cylinder is at the same depth as the highest point in the eddy, and the bottom of the cylinder is at the same depth as the lowest point in the eddy), and the cylinder passes through the most vortical point in the eddy (where the Okubo-Weiss value is most negative). The cylinders are drawn with fixed radius to avoid providing overwhelming amounts of information, as this visualization contains all the information we need to address the question under consideration. Even from this simplified view it is visually apparent that there are several eddies beginning near the surface of the ocean and extending down quite far, but to make the relationship more explicit, we created a two-dimensional map showing where thermocline-penetrating eddies occur. Eddies that penetrate the thermocline, meaning that they begin above the thermocline and end below it, are shown as blue squares if they spin counterclockwise, and red squares if they spin clockwise. Eddies entirely above or below the thermocline are represented by gray diamonds. For this map, we use an estimate of the thermocline depth of 700m [AMM * 10]. associated with the Gulf Stream, where some of them have been formed through a process in which meanders in the Stream become rings and then pinch off from the main flow. All of these deep eddies derive their kinetic energy mainly through the release of potential energy in the upper ocean, but the depth to which the eddies penetrate enables a transfer of energy to the deep ocean. Figure 3d shows the spatial distribution of these deep eddies that explain the eddy-driven circulation of the abyssal ocean, as anticipated in the idealized but highly influential work of [HL75] .
Results
Most of the eddies in the interior foreground of Figure 2c , south of the path of the Gulf Stream, are thin and shallow. In this region of the North Atlantic surrounding Bermuda, referred to as the Sargasso Sea, it has been shown that the tendency of eddies to either enrich or suppress nutrient supply depends not only on the rotational orientation of the eddy (counter-clockwise versus clockwise, or in geophysical terms, cyclonic versus anti-cyclonic), but also depends on whether the eddy is thick or thin, with the sign of the effect being reversed if the eddy is thin rather than thick [AMM * 10]. These two criteria of rotational orientation and thickness are shown more clearly in the skeletonized view of Figure 4a. [AMM * 10] goes on to make the structural distinction between thin and thick eddies based on whether the eddy penetrates the thermocline, where higher vertical temperature gradients exist at intermediate depth somewhere between the well mixed waters near the surface and the weak gradients of the deep ocean. In Figure 4b we distinguish, eddy-by-eddy, between those that are thin and those that are thick enough to cross the thermocline (being represented by colored squares in the two-dimensional map).
A similar analysis in Figure 5 eddies in the Southern Ocean, where the powerful Antarctic Circumpolar Current circles the Earth nearly unimpeded by land masses, shows a remarkable concentration of deep eddies that pass our detection criteria to the bottom of the ocean. It should be noted that for numerical reasons (i.e., how many points are required to get 8% in each angle domain relative to the total number of points) our detection criteria is stricter in a relative sense in the deep ocean, as compared with the upper ocean, because deep ocean velocities tend to be smaller. It seems likely that these particularly intense eddies have been "pinched off" as meanders in the flanks of the Current. The formation process will be examined once our techniques have been extended in a robust way to the tracking of individual three-dimensional eddies through time.
The great abundance of thick eddies in the Southern Ocean, along the path of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current, is also very apparent in Figure 3d . It has recently been argued, again based on idealized study, that the eddies of the Southern Ocean set the stratification of the much of the World Ocean [WC10] . Our visualizations show that there is a vast array of deep eddies spanning the southern extremes of the Pacific, Atlantic and Indian sectors, capable of exerting control over the mid-depth stratification of the World Ocean.
Another area in which particularly deep-reaching eddies appear in Figure 3d is where the westward-flowing Agulhas Current has its "retroflection." This occurs off the southern tip of Africa, where most of the waters of the Agulhas Current reverse course to become swept up with the eastward-flowing Antarctic Circumpolar Current, and deep eddies sporadically break off of the powerful Agulhas Current. This sends masses of Indian Ocean waters spinning off into and across the South Atlantic where they modulate the strength of the Atlantic overturning circulation [BBL08] . The Gulf Stream region is also closely associated with the overturning circulation, with its downstream manifestation, the North Atlantic Current, believed to have taken a different course at the time of the Last Glacial Maximum [RMM95] , and this is another region of notably deep eddies. This is also a region in which a particularly vigorous deep circulation appears to be driven by vertical momentum transfer through the eddy field. In turn, the deep circulation interacts strongly with the circulation of the upper ocean, controlling the path of the Gulf Stream, in a delicate and entirely mutual interaction between upper and lower components of the circulation [HH08] .
Conclusion
The complete role of deep, thermocline-penetrating eddies is not currently well understood. Partly this is because observational data at depth are sparse, and global ocean simulations have only recently reached the resolutions required to reliably resolve eddies. We began addressing this by extracting eddies from a tenth-degree global ocean simulation, starting from the standard Okubo-Weiss parameter. Because the Okubo-Weiss parameter identifies any feature where vorticity dominates strain, we created a new criterion to select for circular, more eddy-like vorticity features. From there, we gathered statistical data about the global eddy field across 350 daily snapshots and visualized them in a summarized world map of characteristics and distributions, and used statistics from a single snapshot to make detailed geographical and correlative visualizations of the eddies' properties.
To this end, we intend to expand our analytical capabilities to include eddy tracking over time, and to allow for more extensive three-dimensional consideration of correlations with additional variables including temperature, salinity, potential density and enstrophy.
